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Overview 

 

ReCap Photo is used to create 3D models by importing photograpths. Generally, the final goal of 

ReCap processing is a point cloud or mesh ready for CAD and BIM tools. There are two methods to 

create 3D models:   

 

 

Figura 1 Selection screen to create the 3D model 

 

Method 1_Aerial Project: processes photographs taken from drones to create 3D representations 

of current conditions of sites, objects, and more. In this mode it’s possible to load up to 1000 photos 

(max 100 photos whit education license) processed on the cloud, the 3D models obtained can be 

geolocated through multiple coordinate systems integrating the 3D models whit Ground Control 

Points. The reconstruction process requires at least 20 photos imported for each project. 

Method 2_Object Project: processes photographs taken from camera to create 3D objects. In this 

mode it’s possible to load up to 300 photos (max 100 photos whit educational license) processed on 

the cloud. The reconstruction process requires at least 20 photos imported for each project. 
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1_General workflow Aerial Project 

Before starting any operation, it is necessary identify what photos will be used for 3D reconstruction. 

Processing of images with ReCap Photo includes the following main steps: 

• loading photos into ReCap; 

• inspecting loaded images, removing unnecessary images; 

• definiting coordinate system; 

• loading Ground Control Point; 

• identifying GCP on minimum 4 photos; 

• creating 3D model; 

• downloading and analyzing 3D model; 

• exporting report; 

ADD PHOTOS 

The first step is to add the photos via the command ADD PHOTOS (the icon is present on the left of 

the screen) ReCap accepts the following image formats: *.jpg *.jpeg. Photos in any other format will 

not be shown in the Add photos dialog box. It’s important that the photos we will use into ReCap 

photo have the geotag (gps information associated whit each photo), otherwise the 3D model will 

be not geolocated or scaled correctly (ReCap photo can leverage this information to scale and 

geospatially locate the 3D model). So ReCap photo aerial project require the GPS data in the photo 

metadata to create a 3D model. 

                                         

                                 Figura 2 Add photos command                                                              Figura 3 Add photos dialog box                   

Once the photos are uploaded if is necessary it’s possible check and remove unnecessary images by 

clicking on the red cross, while clicking on the blue check the photo is not removed from the working 

set but at the same time the photo isn’t used for 3D reconstruction.  

 

Figura 4 Screen of loaded photo 
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COORDINATE SYSTEM AND GCP 

The second step is set up the coordinate system by clicking GROUND CONTROL POINT (the icon is 

present on the left of the screen), from dialog box we can search between many coordinate systems. 

For greater model accuracy, ReCap Photo also allows you to assign control points on the ground so 

that the resulting 3D model is aligned with the coordinates detected. Now we must load the GCP, 

it’s possible to import the GCP (at least three) in any coordinate system. Every GCP must be visually 

combined with at least four photos. If do you not add the GCP the geographical position and the 

scale of the 3D model are calculated from the GPS information associated whit each photo. ReCap 

accepts the following formats: *.xls, *.csv, *.txt.  After loading the GCP we’ll see the table compiled 

by the coordinates and next to the columns we’ll see the following notice: the GCP must be 

identified at least four photos. So selecting the first control point we can visually combine the GCP 

on the photos, identifying the measured point on the images. 

Figura 7 Identifying the measured point on the image   Figura 8 Table of GCP 

Completed the identification of all GCP we’ll see the green check at the next to the columns, now 

you need to set up the Checkpoints by clicking on the checkpoints box. The checkpoint setting is an 

important step because Checkpoints are meant to reference against the other GCPs, there needs to 

Figura 5 Ground control points command 

Figura 6 Selection table of the Coordinate systems 
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be at least one regular GCP to reference against. So the GCP’s should be set to Checkpoints 

selectively (not all), and if checking all GCPs as checkpoints in ReCap Photo, the GCP 'i' icon turns 

yellow and the results post-processing are inaccurate. So the photogrammetric reconstruction is 

based on the GCP points, the checkpoints instead are not used in the reconstruction but are used 

to calculate the deviations. Since these points won't affect the reconstruction, check-points' 

deviation in the report are more trustable to represent the model's accuracy. To check the correct 

position of the GCP and photos just click on MAP command (next to Photo command). The map 

shows the location of the ground control points and the location of the photos. Finally, we can click 

on the DONE command and continue the model creation process. 

CREATING 3D MODEL 

The third step is to create the project by clicking on the CREATE command (the icon is present at 

the bottom of the screen). Now we can select between these results: 3D photo-textured mesh, 3D 

point cloud, Ortho photo and elevation map.  Subsequently we must set up again the coordinate 

system and finally we can click Start.  

Figura 9 Project creation screen

Now from the dashboard we can see initially the uploading status of the project and subsequently 

we can see the processing status of the project. 

Figura 10 Uploading project screen          Figura 11 Processing project screen 
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When the processing status reaches 100% the 3D model is ready to download. If the project fails to 

complete processing and stalls during the process, the causes could be as follows:  

 If the uploaded photos are extracted frames from a video, they may appear too blurry to process
properly.

 Aerial projects require GPS data in the photo metadata.

 Photos should have roughly 60% overlap with adjacent images.

 The background is either too similar to the subject or not in focus.

 There are not enough photos of the given area.

 If creating an Aerial project with Ground Control Points (GCP), there may be an error with the
GCP data. This can be confirmed by resubmitting the project without the GCPs.

DOWNLOADING AND ANALYZING 3D MODEL 

When the project is ready we can download the 3D model from the cloud and we can save the 

model on our device. Now let’s check the files in the folder which should contain the followings files: 

rcm file contains the polygonal mesh of object (also called TIN), rcs file contains the point cloud, 

report file contains a link to view the project report on the web, tif file contains the geolocated 

orthoimage. 
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Now we can opening the project by clicking the project on “My Computer” section, from editor 

panel it’s possible to see the 3D model. The editor panel is characterized by two toolbars. The 

toolbar on the left of the screen is formed by follows tools:  

 Edit , this tool allows you to edit the mesh; 

 Re-topologize  allows you to decimate the mesh; 

 Analyse  allows you to detect and fix model, measure distances, view the mesh report 

and compare two model; 

 Export  allows you to export image, video or model; 

The toolbar on the bottom of the screen is formed by follows tools: 

 Undo (shortcut ctrl+z) ; 

 Redo (shortcut ctrl+y) ; 

 Option  allows you to camera positions, set theme, activate or disactivate enviroment, 

select the orthogrphic projection and select the orbit gimbal; 

 Visualization  allows you to set up some visual styles; 

 Navigation ; 

 Selection  allows you to select the mesh or a portion of it through window selection, lasso 

selection and brush selection; 
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PROJECT REPORT 

The project report it’s important because shows the main results of the project. Project Report is 

divided into five sections: Summary, Orthophoto, Digital Elevation Model, Image Overlap and 

Ground Control Points. In these sections the report provides us many information about the 3D 

model like: Processing Date and Processing time, Area Covered, Image dimension and image 

resolution. This report still provides us two schemes: Digital Elevation Model and Image Overlap. 

Finally in the last section “Ground Control Points” we can check the accuracy of the model, through 

the error (x,y,z) for Control points and Check points. 
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2_General workflow Object Project 

 

Before starting any operation, it is necessary identify what photos will be used for 3D reconstruction. 

Processing of images with ReCap Photo includes the following main steps: 

• loading photos into ReCap; 

• inspecting loaded images, removing unnecessary images; 

• creating 3D model; 

• downloading and analysing 3D model; 

ADD PHOTOS 

The first step is to add the photos via the command ADD PHOTOS (the icon is present on the left of 

the screen) ReCap accepts the following image formats: *.jpg *.jpeg. Photos in any other format will 

not be shown in the Add photos dialog box. 

 

                            

 

Now it’s possible check the loaded photos and if is necessary we can remove unnecessary images 

by clicking on the red cross, while clicking on the blue check the photo is not removed from the 

working set but at the same time the photo isn’t used for 3D reconstruction. 
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CREATING 3D MODEL 

The second step is to create the project by clicking on the CREATE command (the icon is present at 

the bottom of the screen). In this case we can’t select from the results seen previously: 3D photo-

textured mesh, 3D point cloud, Ortho photo and elevation map.  But we just click on the START 

command. 

 

Now from the dashboard we can see initially the uploading status of the project and subsequently 

we can see the processing status of the project. 

                                                              

When the processing status reaches 100% the 3D model is ready to for download. If  the project 

fails to complete processing and stalls during the process, the causes could be as follows:  

 If the uploaded photos are extracted frames from a video, they may appear too blurry to process 
properly. 

 Photos should have roughly 60% overlap with adjacent images. 

 The background is either too similar to the subject or not in focus. 
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DOWNLOADING AND ANALYZING 3D MODEL 

When the project is ready we can download the 3D model from the cloud and we can save the 

model on our device. Now let’s check the files in the folder which should contain the following file: 

 

rcm file contains the mesh. 

   

Now we can opening the project by clicking the project on “My Computer” section, from editor 

panel it’s possible to see the 3D model. The editor panel is characterized by two toolbars. The 

toolbar on the left of the screen is formed by follows tools:  

 Model setting  allows you to trasform model and set scale and unit; 

 Edit , this tool allows you to edit the mesh; 

 Re-topologize  allows you to decimate the mesh; 

 Analyse  allows you to detect and fix model, measure distances, view the mesh report 

and compare two model; 

 Export  allows you to export image, video or model; 

The toolbar on the bottom of the screen is formed by follows tools: 

 Undo (shortcut ctrl+z)  ; 

 Redo (shortcut ctrl+y) ; 
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 Option  allows you to camera positions, set theme, activate or disactivate enviroment, 

select the orthogrphic projection and select the orbit gimbal; 

 Visualization  allows you to set up some visual styles; 

 Navigation ; 

 Selection  allows you to select the mesh through window selection, lasso selection and 

brush selection; 

 

                            


